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Abstract 

The interference fit in process of assembling, the interaction between wheel and axle in process of 
running and the fretting damage make the press-fit part of axle generate fatigue flaw more easily than 
other parts of axle. When inspecting the press-fit part of assembled axle, the received echoes are very 
complex, which easily leading to low SNR value and wrong judgment or missing. In view of this 
universal phenomenon, this paper introduces two kinds of phased array probes for improving inspection 
result of press-fit part of axle, comparing with the probes used in workshop at present, these two probes 
has higher performance in inspecting press-fit part and long acoustic path part of axle. 
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1  Introduction 

Railway axle works as an important part of the railway vehicles, and plays a key role for the safety of 

railway transportation. A variety of stresses impact on the axle in process of running, which easily 

generates fatigue flaws, and severely poses risks to the safety of railway transportation[1]. Currently, 

ultrasonic inspection technology is the most effective method of inspection without damage to railway 

solid axle, especially for the press-fit part of axle where wheel and axle are integrated. For the press-fit 

part, the magnetic powder or electromagnetic or other inspection methods cannot work effectively. 

Taking the advantages of adjustability for multiple inspecting angles and focusing depths of phased 

array ultrasonic probe[2], more inspection coverage can be realized than when using conventional probe. 

Nevertheless, the inspection result for the press-fit part of assembled axle is still unsatisfying, the 

inspection echoes are too complex to distinguish the flaw from others. Thus, the phased array probe 

used for railway axle inspection should be optimized to get clearer echoes back from fatigue flaws. 

2  Optimization methods of probe 

The acoustic field comes from the propagation of ultrasonic in various medium. In the research and 

application of ultrasound, the acoustic field is generally generated by the probe except in passive 

inspection. The acoustic field from a probe is usually related to the shape and size of probe, vibration 

mode, work parameters and the medium condition. 
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In order to get clear inspection result of solid axle, the acoustic field in the axle need to be optimized. 

According to the structure of solid axle, practical operating condition and the work principle of focusing 

probe, the dual-linear phased array method and curved elements phased array method are chosen to 

improve the probe’s focus distance and the length of focus zone. The phased array probe’s parameters 

are determined by the theoretical calculation and simulation, including curvature, roof angle, number 

of element, excited aperture, etc. Then the probes are manufactured and tested.        

3  Probe on axle end  

3.1 Application background  

When locomotive or vehicle get to minor overhaul, the wheel-sets will not be dismounted from 

locomotive or vehicle, the axles are inspected at axle end by ultrasonic probes after the axle end cover 

has been opened. The whole minor overhaul procedure is very quickly, at present, the operator takes 

different angle conventional ultrasonic probes respectively and scan on axle end by manual to inspect 

the concern zone of axle in a short time. Because the probe is conventional single angle, for each axle 

end, the operator replaces a probe with another after finishing currently scanning, both inspection 

coverage of axle and inspection efficiency are low, which can be improved by phased array probe, while 

in order to get better inspection effect, the focus zone of ultrasonic beam should be close to the concern 

zone of axle. 

3.2 Improvement method 

When inspecting the axle at axle end, the acoustic path is big from axle end to destination zone of 

axle, during propagation, the ultrasonic energy must be attenuated in the axle, affecting the reflect 

energy from flaw and the imaging resolution[3]. In order to make the ultrasonic beam’s focus zone be 

close to press-fit part of axle, the dual-linear phased array ultrasonic probe of pitch-catch mode is 

determined by CIVA simulation and comparison tests. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic of focusing zone of pitch-catch mode 
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Above is the schematic diagram of focusing principle of pitch-catch mode[4], because of waveform 

conversion, there are 4 focus points, forming a diamond area. 

 !"! = $ − ℎ × tan+,-./  (1) 

 !"0 =  0"! = 2 × ($ − ℎ × tan+),-./ + ,-.5  (2) 

 0"0 = $ − ℎ × tan+,-.5  (3) 

 !"0 =  0"! = ($ − ℎ × tan+) × (,-./ + ,-.5),-./ + ,-.5  (4) 

Confirm the focus distance of probe[5] according to the position of press-fit part of axle, combining 

with the manufacture process of probe, working frequency, size, number, gap, of the element and the 

performance limit of ultrasonic collector, the parameters of probe are determined. 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic of ultrasonic beams in axle in pitch-catch mode 

               

Figure 3: Acoustic field simulations in pitch-catch and pulse-echo modes 

The probes in above 3 modes are named as PC-Small, PC-Big and PE in the order. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of highest beam energy and the beam end energy on the axle surface 

Although the PC-Big probe has the highest beam energy and the beam end energy on the axle surface, 

it is not suitable for inspecting at axle end, the bolt holes can block the probe because of probe’s size, 

while PC-Small probe has better performance than PE probe in these two aspects. 

  

Figure 5: Comparison of flaws amplitude in three modes 

Simulation specimen is HXD series axle with 12 flaws which are all 1mm deep. The flaws response 

simulation results of PC-Small and PC-Big are close and better than result of PE on flaw amplitude，

especially for flaws at long acoustic path. By the theoretical analysis and the simulation comparison, 

the PC-Small probe is manufactured and used to inspect a HXD series axle which is assembled with a 

wheel according to the standard procedure. There are 8 saw-cut flaws in different parts of the axle. No.2 

and No.3 flaws are at press-fit part. 

   

Figure 6: PC-Small probe 
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Flaws number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Length to end（mm） 167 452 452 557 844 877 931 980 

Depth from surface(mm) 1 1.5 2 2 2 2 2.5 3 

PE (dB) 32.4 17 19 25.3 27.7 29.9 32.3 31.8 

PC-Small (dB) 36.2 19.4 27.1 30.7 34.2 36.7 40.2 36.7 

Table 1: Comparison of PE probe and PC-Small probe on flaws SNR 

 

Figure 7: PE vs PC-Small for inspecting flaws at press-fit part and long acoustic path of assembled axle 

 

Figure 8: PE vs PC-Small for inspecting the same flaw near running motor to equal echo amplitude  

It has showed that the inspection result of assembled HXD series axle has higher SNR value, more 

distinct imaging and better interference rejection capability with PC-Small probe than PE probe. 

4 Probe on journal or axle body  

4.1 Application background  

When locomotive or vehicle get to higher level overhaul, the wheel-sets will not be dismounted from 

locomotive or vehicle, the axles are inspected at journal or dust guard seat by ultrasonic probes if the 

bearings has been disassembled or at axle body if bearings keep assembly. At present, the operator takes 

different angle conventional ultrasonic probes respectively and scan on journal, dust guard seat or axle 

body by manual to inspect the concern zone of axle in a short time. Just like the situation of minor 

overhaul, both inspection coverage of axle and inspection efficiency are low, which can be improved 

by phased array probe.  

4.2 Improvement method  
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According to the structure of solid axle and the work principle of self-focusing probe, the focusing 

depth and the length of focal zone of the ultrasonic beam could be optimized by using the probe with 

curved elements[6]. The phased array probe’s parameters are determined by the theoretical calculation 

and simulation, including curvature, number of element, excited aperture, etc. 

The calculation of acoustic field of focal zone[7]： 

 67 = 8 9:67 − 0.635@ 9:67 AB + 0.2128@ 9:67 AEFG1 −  9:67 H  
     

(5) 

Where L0=a2/λ，L0 is the near acoustic field of the element, F is the geometric focus value, and Fac is 

the acoustic focus value. 

 

Figure 9: Schematic of curved element’ focusing  

According to the biggest sound path of axle inspection, the farthest focal point and the curvature of 

element can[8][9] be determined in order that the press-fit part where fatigue flaws are easily 

generated can be covered by focal zone of acoustic field as much as possible. The improved probe is 

named as PA-C, while the normal probe is named as PA-N. 

  

Figure 10:  The energy distribution of beams covering press-fit part of PA-N and PA-C 
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The two figures above show that the coverage energy of PA-C used to cover press-fit part is larger than 

that of PA-N, while the focal zone energy of the maximum angle beam is near the surface of press-fit 

part, which is beneficial to inspect the fatigue flaws. As shown in the following Figure 7, the depth of 

simulated flaws is 1mm. The flaws are distributed from right to left, from the front, middle and back of 

press-fit part. Then PA-C and PC-N probe models are used to simulated to inspect these flaws. It is 

obvious in the inspection result that PA-C obtains high energy and high image definition, as shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 11:  Flaws response simulation comparison of PA-N and PA-C 

The PA-C probe is manufactured after the theoretical analysis and simulation comparison. 3 saw-cut 

flaws with 1mm depth is respectively made on the front, middle and back of the specimen axle press-

fit part in a row. Then the specimen axle is assembled with a wheel according to the standard procedure. 

   

Figure 12: PA-C probe and comparison of PA-C and PA-N 

As shown in figure 9, all 3 flaws can be inspected by PA-C probe while PA-N misses one. And the 

inspection results of PA-C has higher SNR, higher sensitivity and more clear imagery than PA-N. 

Flaw PA-C PA-N 
Sensitivity(dB) SNR(dB) Sensitivity(dB) SNR(dB) 

Front 33.9 14.2 60.1 9.6 
Middle 39.3 12 66.1 6.1 
Back 57.8 9.2 Failure Failure 

Table 2: Comparison of PA-C probe and PA-N 

5 Summary 
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The ultrasonic inspection result of axle is not very satisfying, especially for the press-fit part of axle. 

According to the structure of axle, optimized parameters of probe is determined after theoretical analysis 

of acoustic field and simulation comparison. The actual verification tests shows that, comparing with 

current normal linear phased array probe, the improved phased array ultrasonic probe in the inspection 

of axle coverage area, sensitivity, image resolution, SNR are improved, which can be very good to solve 

existing problem that inspection effect is poor when using conventional probe or normal phased array 

probe. 
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